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epic fits
Limited Editon Metal Box CD / CD
Born in a basement, based in London, the first outing of PRE had the entire audience
locked outside, watching through barred windows from above. To the assemblage up top, it
was clear that these five noise sprinkled nu-wavers had already figured it out - sound
moves quicker in high pressure.
In the months that followed, PRE’s rhythmically infectious skip-alongs were demonstrated
on a flurry of releases. The band’s debut 7" EP "Treasure Trails" caught ears by surprise
and wouldn’t let go. A rash of vinyl came in quick succession, pairing the band up with acts
like AIDS Wolf, Dmonstrations, Bardo Pond, and Comanechi. And most bizarrely, just last
month a bootleg vinyl 7" of PRE and AIDS Wolf recordings was seized by Skin Graft
Records for lawful distribution. Packaged in a calendar sleeve of compromising band photos, the record is moving at high velocity in collector’s circles, only adding to PRE’s ascending allure.
And now, weighing 14 songs and coming in just over 20 minutes tall, "Epic Fits" will be born
on September 4th. Recorded in a chilly pizza storage unit with Westminster Brown at the
controls, PRE’s full length is cold sweat caught on two inch tape. Those initial moonbeams
shining through the barred basement windows have been caught - meticulously sliced and
diced - and reflected back in a brilliant, buoyant strobelight. Guitar, bass, bass, drum and
moon shriek: PRE make the noise jump.

-------------------

TRACK LISTING -------------------

! Drool...
! Fudging on our Folks
! Scenes from a 1963
Los Angeles Love-in
! Slash in the Snake Pit
! Ace Cock
! I Met Her in the Bin

! Nope Fun
! So Jazzed
! Dude Fuk
! Greasers
! Popping Showers
! And Prolapse...
! Ride Ride Ride
! Know Yr Teachers

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PRE:

Akiko Matsuura: Vocals
John Webb: Guitar/Vocals
Kevin Hendrick: Bass/Vocals
Matt Warburton: Bass
Rick Bennett: Drums
--------------------- PRESS QUOTES -------------------"Gonzo punkers PRE are well on their way to superstardom. Like Karen O on a cocktail of narcotics, crazy lead
singer Keeks Matsuura screeches alongside messy
metal guitars with an energy that'd make duracell
proud." – NME
"Akiko only wears underwear on stage. When she
comes on at first, she seems a little vulnerable in her
minimal clothing.,, but then she starts singing and
explodes. Even if you don’t fancy girls, like me, it’s still
really cute to see a small Asian girl dance around in her
undies and scream". – Rock On London
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